
Enjoy wireless personalized home theater audio
Surround yourself in audio with Sony’s 360 Spatial Sound Personalizer technology 1

Enjoy crystal clear sound with upward-facing X-Balanced speaker unit and passive radiator
Connect to your devices with a stable Bluetooth connection 2

Enjoy personalized home theater sound for up to 12 hours on a single charge 3

Built-in microphone for hands-free communication
Comfortable design for long listening sessions
Multi-point connection
IPX4 splash-resistant design
Wireless adapter included

SRSNS7
Wireless Neckband Speaker

Explore a new world of personalized home theater audio. The SRS-NS7
Wireless Neckband Speaker uses Sony’s 360 Spatial Sound Personalizer
technology to envelop you in the rich audio of your favorite shows and movies,
while being unobtrusive to others in your home. Pair with your Sony BRAVIA
XR TV to enjoy thrilling Dolby Atmos® sound.1

Bullets

Features

Enjoy wireless personalized home theater audio

Experience the personalized audio immersion of theater headphones while staying connected to
the world around you. The speaker rests on your shoulders and fires sound upwards to your ears,
eliminating the need for a device over or in your ears.

360 Spatial Sound Personalizer1

Create your own personal home theater atmosphere using Sony’s 360 Spatial Sound
Personalizer. The SRS-NS7 works with the supplied WLA-NS7 wireless transmitter and your
BRAVIA XR TV to create Dolby Atmos sound all around you.1 Enjoy the booming bass and
stunning vocal clarity of your favorite shows and movies.

X-Balanced Speaker unit

A unique Sony-developed speaker unit - built for optimum size in a compact body - increases
sound pressure and reduces distortion for clear music and vocals for all your favorite movies,
shows, and music.

Passive radiator

Increases low frequency response for clear bass sound. Hear thundering movie sound effects

 



and deep beats in the music.

Upward-facing speaker

The upward-facing speakers deliver sound directly to your ears without disturbing others. Be fully
immersed in your favorite movies, shows, and music without the need for headphones that cover
your ears.

Bluetooth connectivity2

Pair the SRS-NS7 with other devices such as laptops, tablets, and smartphones. Enjoy your
favorite movies and shows with deep atmospheric sound, even on palm-sized devices.2

Battery life & quick charging3

Get up to 12 hours of battery life with the SRS-NS7, suitable for binge-watching that hit show or
critically acclaimed movie series. Quick charging gives you up to 60 minutes of playback on a 10-
minute charge3.

Built in microphone for hands-free communication

Precisely placed built-in microphone placement provides clear, hands-free calling.

Comfortable design

A flexible band on the back of the speaker helps you find the perfect fit for you, giving you total
comfort while enjoying your entertainment.

Multi-point connection

Connect the SRS-NS7 to two devices at the same time and easily switch between them using
multi-point connection.

IPX4 splash-resistant design

Whether you’re out for a walk or getting some chores done, the IPX4 splash-resistant design of
the SRS-NS7 alleviates the worry of getting splashed with water.

360 Reality Audio4

Immerse yourself in sound all around you with 360 Reality Audio on the SRS-NS7 4.

Wireless adapter included

The supplied WLA-NS7 wireless transmitter helps minimize audio delay so you can be fully
immersed in movies with sound and pictures precisely matching one another.

Specification

Sound

SPEAKER TYPE Full Range

SPEAKER SIZE 32ΦX33mm

 



OUTPUT POWER 3W+3W

DSEE Yes

PRESET EQ Yes

CUSTOM EQ 5 band

Size & Weight

DIMENSIONS (W X H X D) 244x53x185mm, 9 5/8 x 2 1/8 x 7 3/8in

WEIGHT 0lb 12oz, Approx.319g

Wireless Connections

HANDS-FREE FUNCTION Yes

Bluetooth

COMMUNICATION
SYSTEM Version 5.0

MAX. COMMUNICATION
RANGE 30m, 98feet

COMPATIBLE PROFILES A2DP, AVRCP, HFP, HSP, SPP

SUPPORTED CODECS SBC, AAC, LADC

FREQUENCY
TRANSMISSION RANGE 20 Hz - 20,000 Hz(44.1 kHz sampling)

Interface

INPUT AND OUTPUT
TERMINALS USB Type-C®

Application

COMPATIBLE
SMARTPHONE APPS

Music Center, Headphone Connect, 360 Spatial Sound
Personalizer

General Features

BATTERY LIFE Approx. 12h

POWER CONSUMPTION 7.5W *Charging

What's In The Box

What's In The Box Optical Cable
USB Cable

1. 360 Spatial Sound personalizer requires the supplied transmitter (WLA-NS7)] and a BRAVIA XR TV model sold sep.
Firmware update available by Jan 2022 for the BRAVIA XR TV and is required to enjoy 360 Spatial Sound on BRAVIA XR.
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Network connection required for firmware update of BRAVIA XR
2. Interoperability and compatibility among Bluetooth® devices vary.
3. Actual performance varies based on settings, environmental conditions, and usage.
4. Download Headphones Connect app at Google Play and the App Store. Network services, content, and operating system

and software subject to terms and conditions and may be changed, interrupted or discontinued at any time and may require
fees, registration and credit card information. 360Reality Audio requires subscription to compatible online music service and
third party terms, conditions, account and fees may apply.

 


